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p>We just released our yearly inspection of loan use amongst individuals who report that
a bankruptcy or consumer proposal with us. Make a hyperlink to the study from the show
notes but Ted, what exactly did we find? Give us some of the quick overview.,Ted M:
possibly the most chilling issue is now 31 percent of our customers, so one from three,
have got payday loans if they document some type of insolvency together. Worse than
this, both and a half times what it was when we started the study.

Youve got a basic product lineup and its doing into your profit margins, and youre going
to get another way which products that were similar can be sold by you. The product the
payday loan companies are switching to're something known as loans, you see them on
the internet all over the place. Thus theyre not money loans those are loans which you
take out six months, for three months, four months, five months. Theyre with these to
make other debt payments.,Thus, the typical customer whos made payday loans now has
$3,400 value of cash loans in their whole debt. Theyve got $30,000 of other debt so thats
134% of the take home pay monthly they owe money loans.,If the reliance on those loans
isnt bothering enough, Ted highlights people will also be borrowing additional too.,The
ordinary loan now is $1,095. So when we started doing this at 2011, it had been $757.
Thats a large increase! ,additionally, cash lenders have encouraged to look for more ways
to create money. Since they no longer earn up to loan, they produce new products.,Theyre
like any other small business. Theyre brightly lit, theyre joyful, theres plenty of
individuals to serve you.,Doug H: Yeah, theyre fantastic. So I walk in there and that I say
Id love a loan and thus they say oh, do you own a paystub? Yeah, Ive got my paystub.
So that you are eligible to borrow $ 1,300, oh, I see. Thats a large increase.,Doug H:
Thus, to summarize what you stated the use of cash loans among individuals already in
debt is growing, they owe much more in cash loans than that which they earn a month, a
lot more and theyre taking out larger loans than they were before. Now that one is more
concerning. I mean most of us understand, weve talked about it here before, the laws
have been altered by the government of Ontario and changes are still forthcoming. Why
aren't they working, why are individuals seeing with a payday loan store, you understand,
why would it be why are they taking out larger loans?
Their take home pay is roughly $2,600 a month, so that means under these new rules any
person loan may be a max of $1,300. We are aware that the normal customer has 3.2 of
those loans so they may actually owe what exactly does that workout $4,100 or
thereabouts under the new rules, when currently they borrow $3,500. ,Doug H: Well we
are aware that the average loan size is just under $1,100. ,Doug H: yeah. So lets think
through this and Ill ask my listeners go on a journey with us here and to shut their eyes.
You walk into the loan store and you say I want a loan. And that the person there, these
places are very friendly, theyre way better. I say alright I want $ 1,100 theyre going to
provide me theyre going to begin at the high amount and Alright, well then I suppose Ill
borrow $ to now, why not?
Thats how itll work. Therefore, I believe thats a significant unintentional consequence
thatll no uncertainty catch people.,Thus, another new rule, the protracted payment plan
rule. So beginning July, 2018 come into effect and that I think they will, its been passed
by the legislature. These are shifted to regulations, they don't require any laws to alter.
Why are Reasonable Ontarians in fact taking out bigger and bigger loans from payday
loan companies?
To answer these questions and go over the unintentional consequences of current changes
to the payday loan industry, I speak with my co-founder and fellow payday loan

antagonist Ted Michalos.,In Teds view, its a chilling fact that 31 percent of our customers
have cash loans if they record a bankruptcy or consumer proposal.,In 2011, 1 from 8
customers were utilizing these loans now, its 1 from 3. Ted asserts that this situation is
problematic because indebted Ontarians arent utilizing loans to pay for expenses. Yet
despite all the warnings and changes, payday loan use one of our customers is on the
increase. Why arent these modifications functioning?
Lets delve into this a little bit. So lets examine how the industry and laws is changing and
lets discuss the real life consequences for all those changes.,Ted M: Thus look people
anybody listening to this, $15 to get a $100 loan in two weeks still works out to an yearly
rate of interest of 390%. ,Ted M: Well so an average credit card if youre a reasonable
customer is 18%. Youve got a basic product lineup and its doing into your profit margins,
and youre going to get another way which products that were similar can be sold by you.
The same product the payday loan companies are switching to're something known as
installment loans.,These installment loans can be removed for several months, with
interest rates restricted by law to a maximum of 60%. ,For further insight to the
unintentional consequences of new laws, including solutions to checking payday loan
debt, song into todays podcast or read the complete transcript below.,Doug H: Every now
and then I like to get my own Hoyes Michalos co-founder and business partner, Ted
Michalos, a lot of up so that I place a microphone in the front of his face and say those
words which always drive him crazy, those words would be payday loans. Thus, the first
time we did a payday loan investigation in 2011 that it was one from eight customers
were utilizing payday loans and its one from three.,Doug H: Yeah its clearly getting
worse. So we are aware that people use payday loans and the payday loan industry will
say well, its a necessary evil, people in need of emergency financing they cant get a
regular loan so why then is the use of payday loans by our customers such a terrible
thing? ,Ted M: because theyre not utilizing cash loans for living costs. Theyre with loans
to make other debt obligations.
Its once you get, its not a one off crisis loan. They get from more than one lender in many
loans and the figures have been piling up. The rates of interest are restricted by law to a
maximum of 60% but what we discovered is that theyre charging bloody near this
maximum.,Doug H: Yeah and I met a customer a few weeks back who had a $15,000
loan from a payday loan company. So it was not a payday loan, he didn't need to pay it
back but obviously it had been like you say the interest rate was absurd. So, the customer
whos got payday loans has $3,400 value of cash loans in their debt.
Theyve got $30,000 of other debt so thats 134% of the take home pay monthly they owe
money loans.,Doug H: The math just does not do the job. In case my paycheque is 3,000
and my loans are greater than that theres no way I could pay it back on my following
payday.,Doug H: Its just not possible. So, now you stated that our customers don't only
have one payday loan, they have over that.,Ted M: Yeah, you know whats interesting
after we started this study our customers that had cash loans, it was one out of eight and
they'd 3.2 loans each. So everybody who had a payday loan probably had three and a half
of them. Its fallen now to 3.2 that you'd believe would be a great news story but its not

because the amount of loans is upside down however the typical value of the loans is
up.,Doug H: How much are they all borrowing a per loan basis? So when we started
doing this in 2011 it had been $757.
Lenders must give you the choice of an protracted payment plan if you take out three
loans inside a 63 afternoon period.,Ted M: I presume that means three loans with exactly
the identical lender.,Doug H: its not specific in regulations but how could it be anything
other than that due to course theyre not aware of our other loans at every other place.,So
walk me through the math on this. Because on the surface again this seems like a
wonderful thing, the quantity they could charge you're limited to $15 on $100 whether I
cover it back over one week or two weeks so Im getting an extended quantity of time to
repay my loan. This sounds like a Great idea, tell me where missing the He had no option
but to come in and see me.,Okay, so that the Ontario government is seeking to make
more changes intended to help the consumer in regards to cash loans, so lets examine
these and you can give me your thoughts on perhaps some other unintended
consequences. Thus, we talked about reducing the borrowing fee. July 1, 2018, effective
the loan is going to become something. Lenders won't have the capacity to lend greater
than 50% of your prior month's net income each loan.,Ted M: Alright, so lets examine
our typical insolvent customer that has payday loans.
visalia payday loans
I mean that the law says anything over 16% for anything besides a payday loan is usury
however payday loans have been 390% and were supposed to be happy about that.,Doug
H: Mortgage interest rates have come down, and clearly theyve begun to creep now into
2018 but more than many years they kept moving down and so what did this do to the
price of homes? I will borrow more so that I can borrow more. Now theres no doubt the
average loan size and the whole amount borrowed keeps moving up and'm not going to
state corrolation proves causation, I mean that I cant automatically draw a straight line
from one to the other, theres clearly a good deal of different factors here but its not
helping. Lets discuss consequences that are other . Thus, if you lower the cost a payday
loan business can bill I presume theyve got to look elsewhere to make money? ,Ted M:
Today, theyre like any other Company. I understand you do. Before we reach your
opinions lets begin with some facts.
That was the subject of the first edition of Debt Free at 30, episode number one, way
back in September 2014. The title was Ted Michalos Rants about Payday Loans. And
even now three and a half decades and 182 episodes later, that series is still at the top five
of all time downloads for this podcast.,Clearly payday loans have become a popular
conversation topic and everybody has an opinion but why Im bringing Ted back now is to
chat about some scary new data weve set up showing that the payday loan issue continues
to get worse.
And I need to discuss the unintentional consequences of driving down the cost of loans.
Ted are you ready to get all riled up? ,Doug H: I understand you do. Thats well clearly
why were not big fans of money loans and we want people to research different

alternatives to manage their debt. So, thanks Ted.,So, in that spirit, on February 20 I
spoke prior to the Planning Committee in Hamilton City Council. At that assembly
Hamilton became the first municipality in Ontario to pass on a proposed bylaw that will
limit the number of payday loan shops in Hamilton.,below the new bylaw, there can only
be one payday loan store each ward, and you will find 15 wards in Hamilton.
I believe its a fantastic start. I mean weve said our clients with loans nearly $ however
they have nearly $30,000 in other debt that is unsecured. Therefore, even though they can
almost magically remove their payday loans, then theyve still got $30,000 in other
debt.,So, one thing Id like to see on those flyers and posters in the payday loans shops is a
link to sources that might actually help individuals manage their debt.
If I can get a copy of that recording Ill set it . However, what I recommended, and they
were looking at adjustments to payday loan bi-laws, was that Hamilton change their bilaws to require a connection in those posters to webpage in the town of Hamilton website
to other resources.,I would like to determine Ontario do the same thing. I suggest it would
cost almost nothing to really have a link to a site like I do not know, Ontario.ca/debt that
may have a list of resources like licensed insolvency trustees who might actually help you
eliminate your debt. Its that other $30,000 in debt is the big problem.
Its theyre going to evict you for being late three days. However, youre right, the difficulty
is Ive got all this other debt Im attempting to keep all the balls in the air. So lets apply the
$15 a 100 interest rate and accept that $ 3,500, adds yet another $500 for this now they
owe lets call it $3,900. Its a great straightforward number.,Ted M: We can already predict
whats going to take place.
If somebody is with this program theyre going to need to go to another payday lender to
get sufficient cash to actually live because their paycheque will pay the first guy.,We do
not have time to discuss that issue now but if we can address the income problem we
could help the debt problem. But past that since you already mentioned our clients,
possibly we did not actually reach this point but our clients who earn more than 4,000 per
month are more likely to have payday loans than our clients who earn between a million
and two million dollars per month. The payday loans at least theyre out in the daylight.
The problem is people. So its not only an income problem than that. I believe its an
instruction issue not knowing how costlier payday loans are.,So heres the last new
principle, disclosure.
Effective July 1, 2018 they should also disclose the annual interest rate on a 500 term
loan for 14 days in a flyer and a poster. So, our clients end up mainly when they have
money loans and other debts theyre looking at a customer proposal.,Doug H: So in case
of the typical client weve got thats obtained payday loansthey owe somewhere around 33,
$34,000. ,Ted M: Well and return to a second, the math we did earlier in the series, if that
client had $3500 in cash loans $520 per month of interest on the cash back loans.,Doug
H: if youre paying off your payday loans in 3 installments, because thats going to be
permitted today, right? So the payments each month are going to function as Doug H:
Yeah and I feel that the suggestion is such a fantastic option when you have payday loans

will be if you have income that you can receive a payday loan. It doesn't need to become
a project, the payday loans places will lend you if youve got a retirement, that is another
matter for the following day.,Doug H: However, if youve got income coming in theyre
willing to offer you a payday loan well the fantastic news is if youve got income coming
in you can perform a customer proposal as well.,Ted M: In lower prices of exactly what
we were talking about for this damn interest on the cash back loans.,Doug H: Yup, if
youre looking at over $2,000 per month to become servicing your cash loans and other
debt, then you are able to do a proposal to get a couple of hundred dollars a month it truly
is a minimal brainer.,Doug H: And can you feel sorry then for all the payday loan
companies who aren't going to get all their cash when somebody does a proposal.,Ted M:
Well and weren't hoping to put the payday loan people from business.
Before they came together youd pay him an extra 20 or 50 dollars or whatever it was and
it was youd hed give you a loan and see Guido on the store floor. If I did not have that
debt that I wouldn't be receiving the payday loan, therefore, final term to you on that
Ted.,Ted M: so this will seem like a commercial but if youve got more debt than you can
deal with, the solution is not to incur even more debt in a more expensive degree. So you
proceed this $30,000 our typical client has and to make those payments you borrow
money loans to get the payments and you head out so today you invest $33,000 and you
cant make payments.
The solution isn't to keep this cycle going, its to interrupt the cycle, and that usually
means that you will need to speak to somebody with a expert wisdom and expertise to fix
your problem.,Doug H: I really do not receive my paycheque this past month until the
third. Ive got no option except to get a payday loan. It is overly expensive.,The City of
Hamilton is contemplating more regulation of payday loan lenders, so if you are going to
go down the regulation path, the list of assets must contain links to the sole professionals
that are actually licensed and regulated by the federal authorities to provide legally
binding debt relief, and that is licensed insolvency trustees.,Residents of Hamilton obtain
cash loans because they can't borrow everywhere else. They have an excessive amount of
debt. So in addition to bylaw restrictions on store locations, let's offer them access to
resources to manage their debt, so we are able to work towards solving the actual
problem.,As I mentioned, I think we need to focus not only on restricting access to cash
loans, but also on helping reduce the demand for cash loans by providing individuals the
tools to manage their debt, and that is the reason why I think consumer proposals are a
part of the solution to the payday loan problem.
Accidental consequences.,Ted M: Alright, well will keep the math simple. Keep in mind
we said the typical client that's payday loans, has 3.2 loans and they owe $3,500. And
their take home pay monthly is $2,600. Existing shops will likely be grandfathered so
there'll be more than 15 for some time yet.,I start by referring to the previous speaker,
Tom Cooper, of the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction, who did a fantastic job
of detailing the financial effect of high interest rates on the folks of Hamilton.,We have
examined the numbers for our clients across Ontario, and we have discovered that nearly
one third of my clients, those who have as much debt they don't have any option but to
file a consumer proposal or insolvency, owe nearly $3,500 on not only one but more than

3 payday loans if they record with us.,Payday loans are a problem, because under Ontario
law, the highest that a payday lender can charge will be $15 on every $100 borrowed, so
if you borrow $100, and pay back $115 fourteen days afterwards, also do that all year
long, you are going to wind up paying $390 in interest.,But needless to say, my clients
are not only borrowing $100, they are borrowing nearly $3,500, so over the span of a
year that means that they are spending more than $13,500 interest on a $3,500 loan.,So,
we can all agree that there's an issue with payday loans.,If cash lenders charge such a
higher interest rate, why is it that people get cash loans? ,As I said, my clients with cash
loans owe average nearly $3,500 on cash loans, but they also have nearly $30,000 owing
on other unsecured debt, like credit cards.,Payday loans are not the problem.,'' A payday
loan is not the first loan my clients get.,they simply receive a payday advance loan
because they have maxed out on every other type of loan.,They can't borrow anywhere
else, so they receive a payday loan.,since there are a whole great deal of payday loan
shops in Hamilton, one option this Committee is contemplating would be to limit the
number of payday loan shops, to make it less convenient to find a payday loan.
Sounds reasonable.,I know that the Hamilton Roundtable for Poverty Reduction has done
a lot of work on this particular issue, so I will defer to their expertise on this solution. My
only words of warning would be as folks may go on the internet to have a financial loan
that you do not want to make the rules too restrictive, and that can't be easily regulated by
you. Today's Hamilton Spectator has a story of exactly that happening. Online lenders do
not need to dwell locally, so they're not liable to anyone.,Payday loans are an indication
of the real problem, or so the solution should deal with the real problem: debt.,Since the
City of Hamilton doesn't have the capacity to address our national debt problem, I
recommend we do what we can to provide more information to payday loan borrowers.,I
agree with the Ontario government's plan to need payday loan shops, by July 1, on
display a poster and provide everyone searching for a payday loan with a flyer that states
that:,which makes it obvious that the equal annual interest rate is 390% may make people
think twice about obtaining a loan.,Most people who buy a payday loan as they have
massive debt can't manage a credit counseling debt management strategy where they pay
back their debts in full. I suggest all the instruction on the planet isn't going to change
that simple fact.,Ted M: Now you know that in the first of this month that the lease is due
every month. You need to set aside the cash for your lease In case youre getting paid biweekly you know that you receive one and a paycheque of those paycheques.
And so the example youre committing is somebody who isn't able to set aside the cash
for the lease because they got. Payday loans only ensure that worse.,Doug H: And yeah if
it had been a case of a temporary interruption in income, I had been off ill for a week due
to the flu that everyone appears to have in the moment then the obvious answer is to go
speak with your landlord and state seem sorry, Im not going to have the cheque to you on
the first, its going to be on the third. Well, weve done the math for them its 390%. ,Doug
H: We'll, were likely to talk about that.
So okay I mean Im willing to buy that.
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